[Epidemiology of primary brain tumor].
Two main approaches are generally used to study the epidemiology of primary brain tumors. The first approach is to identify risk factors, which may be intrinsic or related to external causes. The second main approach is descriptive. Intrinsic factors potentially affecting risk include genetic predisposition and susceptibility, gender, race, birth weight and allergy. Radiation exposure is the main extrinsic factor affecting risk. A large body of work devoted, among others, to electromagnetic fields and especially cellular phones, substitutive hormonal therapy, pesticides, and diet have been published. To date, results have been discordant. Descriptive epidemiological studies have reported an increasing annual incidence of primary brain tumors in industrialized countries. The main reasons are the increasing age of the population and better access to diagnostic imaging. Comparing incidences from one registry to another is difficult. Spatial and temporal variations constitute one explanation and evolutions in coding methods another. In all registries, weak incidence of primary brain tumors constitute a very important limiting factor. Renewed interest from the neuro-oncological community is needed to obtain pertinent and essential data which could facilitate improved knowledge on this topic.